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Wine Club’s Bordeaux Collection Goes 

Under the Hammer on iDealwine.com 

 
Paris, October 28th 2021 — iDealwine, the global online leader in fine wine 
auctions, has announced a private collection  for sale at auction, closing November 
3rd 2021. It features an impressive selection of the finest Bordeaux wine.  

From the cellar of an exclusive wine club for connoisseurs…   

The entire collection was sourced from the cellar of a private club of wine 
connoisseurs. Of impeccable provenance,  the club purchased its bottles en 

primeur or direct from negociants on the Place de Bordeaux. The wine has 
been  stored in ideal, temperature-controlled conditions, underground.   

Best of the Left Bank  

The private collection includes the most prestigious names from Bordeaux Left Bank. 
From the First Growths are lots of 1988 and 1990 Château Haut-Brion, various 
vintages of Château Mouton-Rothschild including 1990, Château  Margaux in both 

older (1993) and more recent (2006, 2012) vintages, 1990 Château Lafite-Rothschild 
and 2001  Château Latour.   

First Growths aside, there are many other highly sought-after names: Château 

Léoville Las Cases (including the  legendary 1982 vintage); 1989, 2000 or 2005 
Beychevelle; 2009 or 1989 Ducru Beaucaillou; Clos d’Estournel in  numerous 
vintages, Pontet-Canet and more…  



Some of Pessac-Leognan’s finest names are listed in the catalogue, with bottles from 

the Domaine de Chevalier,  Château Pape-Clément, Château Smith Haut Lafitte, and 
Château Haut-Bailly.  

Rarest of the Right Bank  

This private collection boasts some of Bordeaux Right Bank’s rarest bottles, most 
notably from Pomerol. Château  l’Evangile (2000 and 2005), La Fleur Petrus (2015), 
and La Conseillante (2004) will all go under the hammer. From Saint  Emilion, 

Châteaux Angélus, Cheval Blanc, and Figeac all feature in the finest vintages.  

Comprising over 1,000 lots, prices in this private collection begin at just €14. 
Currently open for bids on  iDealwine.com, the hammer falls Wednesday 3 November 

from 9am GMT/ 10am Paris / 4pm Hong Kong.  

International PR & Publicity at iDealwine: Orlaith 

Moore  Email: o.moore@idealwine.com Tel: +33 97 261 9553 190, Rue d’Estienne 
d’Orves – 92700 Colombes – www.idealwine.com  

About iDealwine | Find the unfindable  

Founded in 2000, iDealwine is France’s favourite wine auctioneer and global online 
leader in fine wine auctions. With  its headquarters in Paris, and offices in Bordeaux 
and Hong Kong, iDealwine is trusted by 650,000 wine lovers in 60+  countries for 

buying and selling wine.   

In addition to the rare wines for sale at auction, iDealwine also offers a vast selection 
of wines available at fixed price.  This selection is continuously growing, with wines 

sourced directly from a network of over 750 partner domains and a  range of old 
vintages bought from private cellars.   

iDealwine has also established a reputation for excellence in wine market analysis, 

through its annual Barometer  publication. The data drawn from over 175,000 bottles 
allows iDealwine to identify trends almost as they happen. The  Barometer is an 
exhaustive guide to the most sought-after wines, top bids, and fine wine trends, a 

must have for wine  lovers, investors, and collectors.  
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